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2 have made extensive use of a certain set of canonical variables to describe drift motion in toroidal geometries. However, the proof that. these variables are indeed canonical is said to involve significant algebra. In this letter I will show that one can quite easily be led to these ~ablei3 and simultaneously prove that they are canonical, with the use of some
elementary manipulations of differential forms. To further show the power of the method, I will generalize the results to the case of relativistic motion.
It has been shown previously 3 that drift motion is completely described by a variational principle of the general form
The phase space Lagrangian L is given by
where H is the Hamiltonian, 
In. these formulas, x is the guiding center position, ~ is the gyro phase, and b = B/ B. The drift equations result by carrying out the variation of Eq. (1) with respect to any six independent variables in phase space. A convenient choice is often (x, "II, J.', ~ ), but the general covariance of Lagrangian variational principles .
guarantees that any coordinates can be used, such as the flux coordinates to be introduced presently.
Canonical variables are special in that the Lagrangian, when expressed in terms of these variables, has the form
Equation (2) shows that (mc/e)J.' and ~ are already canonically conjugate, as one would expect, but that "II and the components of x are not.
Following the notation and assumptions of Ref. 1, we take B to be some field with good fiux surfaces, so that B has the form,
where t/J is a single valued function of spatial position with toroidal contour surfaces (9o is less well behaved). The exact magnetic field Be differs from B by a small amount, assumed to be given by
Be =B+V x (IB).
We now introduce the vector potentials A = t/JV9 0 and Ae = A+ ( o./ .X)B, corresponding respectively to B and Be, so that the total modified vector potential
Using now the alternative (covariant) form forB~ B = .X(Vx + ,8Vt/J),
and writing Pll = vu /0, we have
This is the differential form which is to be transformed into p 1 dq 1 +P2 dq2.
The rules of transformation are, first, that any coordinate transformation is allowed, and second, that any exact differential can be added to the given differential form with no effect on the physics. 
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and not dp's, in the final result. To get rid of this term, we subtract the exact
where Pc =a+ API!, and we find
This suggests that we set Oc = 8 0 -PcfJ, and thus we find
which, apart from factors of e, m, e, shows clearly the canonical structure.
The physical factors are easily qealt with; if the action is stationary for the physical motion, any constant multiple of the action is stationary also.
Therefore we can multiply L by efe, and we find 
Similarly, for the Hamiltonian, we must use the relativistic version of the energy,
' .
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It is easy to show that these versions of A* and H, when used in Eqs. ( 1) and (2), give the correct relativistic drifts. These results can also be justified with full rigor.
We can now tranform to flux coordinates in exactly the same way as shown previously, the only caution being that Pll = mcuufeB. Otherwise the canonical variables are (t/J,8c,Pc,X), as before.
